
Oceans and Seas 

This term our topic in Year 2 is Oceans and Seas.  Here are some home learning activities that you can do.   

You could use a notebook that you have at home or you could type up your work on the computer and make your 

own book. 

If you are writing please use a pencil and think carefully about making your work look really neat.  If you are 

typing your work then please remember you will still need to use capital letters and full stops.  If you don’t know 

how to do this then please ask a grown up to show you.  Always do your best work and be proud of it!   

Ask grown ups to take photos of you completing these tasks and we can have fun looking at them and discussing 

them when we are back in school.  You could email these into school if you want  

Remember to let grown ups help you with your work.  We would much rather you had fun learning and talking 

together then have you copying information from a book or the internet.    

Have fun!   

Mrs Thomas and Mrs Stephenson  

Task A—What are 

the names of the 

oceans in the World?  

Can you find a map on 

the internet with the 

oceans on?    

Task B—Make a list 

of things you might 

find under the sea.  

Can you draw or find 

pictures of these 

things? 

Task C—Can you make a 

boat that will float?  

Take some photos of you 

testing your boat and 

send them into school.    

Task D—What are 

pirates?  Find out 

some facts about 

pirates and write 

them down.   

Task E—Write a 

story about an 

underwater 

adventure.    

Task F—Design a 

treasure island map.  

Think about the 

things you might see 

on your island.    

Task G—Can you find out 

about an explorer from 

long ago?  What did he/

she discover.  

Task H—Draw a 

ship from long ago.  

How is it different 

from boats you see 

today?    

Task I—A bath time 

task.  Find object to 

take in the bath.  

What will float and 

what will sink?  

Record your 

investigation in a 

tables to show what 

you find out.   

Task J– Wild Card!  

Think of your own 

homework linked to 

the topic of Oceans 

and Seas. 

Task K– Find a picture of 

a sea or ocean.  Can you 

describe it?  Use lots of 

adjectives and adverbs 

to describe the waves, 

their colours and their 

movements.   

Task L– Find a 

simple poem about 

the sea or 

something you 

might find at the 

seaside.  Read it 

out loud.  Can you 

learn it by heart?   

Task M— Read a 

story linked to the 

topic of Oceans and 

Seas (you might want 

to look on the 

Internet).  

Task N— Imagine you 

are a sailor who sees 

a strange creature.  

Draw it and write a 

description of it 

using lots of 

adjectives.    

Task O– You are on a 

desert island.  You have 

some paper and a pencil 

and you decide to write 

a letter to put in bottle.  

What would you write 

about?  Write the 

letter.    

Task P— Plan what 

10 things you would 

take with you if 

you had to live on 

an island and think 

about why.   

Choose carefully!   


